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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPARATIVE STUDY 
On De cember 25, 1955, Pope P·ius XII publi shed an 
Encyclical Letter on Sacred Music. Among the many important 
points he said, "Music is among the many and great gifts of 
nature with which God, in Whom is the harmony of the mos t  
perfect concord and the mo st perfect order, has enriched 
men, whom He has created in His image and likene s s .  To­
ge ther with the other liberal arts ,  music contribut e s  to 
spiritual joy and the delight of the soui.nl Since music i s  
a gift of Almighty God i t  i s  the duty o f  all music educa-
tors, whe ther they be compo sers, authors, teachers or di-
rectors , to see that they pre sent this gift to the mind of 
the child a s  something beautiful , enj oyable and uplifting. 
I.  CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
Catholic Viewpoint . In order to understand the Cath­
olic viewpoint o f  education it was thought advisable to ac­
quaint the reader with the ideas and principle s  taught by 
the Catholic educator. Education, whether taken as a 
-whole or specific subject , should have the same purpose, 
1Pope Pius XII, "On Sacred Music , "  Encyclical Let­
ter of His Holine s s  Pope Pius XII ( Washington, D.d.: Na­
tionil Catholic Welfare Conterence ,  1955) , p. 9 .  
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namely, the growth and cultivation of the whole human being, 
with his intellect and will, toward all that is good and 
beautiful. But, education to the Catholic educator means 
much more than this because he realizes that the main pur­
pose is to bring each individual to an understanding of his 
final destiny which is heaven and the means he must follow 
to reach that goal for which he was created. 
Education is a work of progressive development. It 
assists the inborn capacities of a child in their earli­
est efforts, enlarges their field of action and strength­
ens them. It stimulates the activities of the soul, in­
spiring enthusiasm for great things, and in general, it 
may be said to bring about that harmonious unfold�ng of 
nature which is favorable to the action of grace. 
The Catholic educator does not stop at mere subject 
matter. He looks far beyond that, for he believes that 
practice counts more than the letter. Reverend Franz de 
Hovre so beautifully and fittingly explains this when he 
says: 
The abiding strength of traditional Catholic educa­
tion has ever been its philosophy, clearly concieved, 
firmly established and universally applicable. This ed­
ucational philosophy has been the basis of every teach­
ing nun and every Catholic mother. In the matter of 
education the spirit counts more than the letter, prac­
tice more than theory, tradition more than the written 
word, and feeling more than reason. Education is the 
great domain of the imponderables, and the hidden power 
of Catholic education li.es in its instinct for these 
2 Edward Leen, What is Education? (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1944) , p. 142. -
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very imponderables. In Catholic training, the philosophy 
of education is like the foundation of a structure; it 
is hidden from view, but itg strength is apparent when 
the storms of passion rage. 
No comment is necessary because the quotation speaks for 
itself. Much present day controversy could be dispensed 
with, if the educators of today's children taught with their 
hearts instead of their heads. The attainment of knowledge 
is not complete education. If one does not dig deeply into 
the heart of each child and plant there the ·seed of faith 
so that he will know, love and serve God, then teaching is 
a farce. Pope Pius XI said that the primary and immediate 
end of education is to cooperate with divine grace in form­
ing the true and perfect Christian, that is, to form Christ 
Himself in those regenerated in Baptism.4 The aim of Chris­
tian education is to provide those experiences, which with 
the help of God's grace, are calculated to develop in the 
student the ideas, the attitudes, and the habits that are 
demanded for Christlike living in our American democratic 
society. 
3Rev. Franz de Hovre, Philosophy and Education, trans. 
Rt. Rev. Edward B. Jordan (New York: Benziger Brothers, 1930) 
P• XXXIX. 
4Sister Mary Joan, O.P., and Sister Mary Nona, O.P., 
Guiding Growth in Christian Social Living (Washington, D.C.: 
The Catholic UnTVersity of America Press, 1946) I,  87. 
II. PURPOSE OF THE COMPARATIVE STUDY 
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Catholic Course Versus Catholic Edition. Of the four 
books used in this comparative sbudy it should be noted 
that three of them, namely, the To God Through Music Series, 
the Catholic Education Series, and the Music for Life Series, 
are Catholic Courses. The Catholic Music Hour is not a Cath­
olic course but a Catholic edition. A Catholic edition is 
based on a secular basis. It is not the object of this 
paper to denounce any secular series. From a musical stand­
point most of the secular series are very good. But, from a 
religious standpoint, the underlying philosophy which is 
found in the word content is not in agreement with our Cath­
olic Philosophy of Education. This is one of the prinoipal 
reasons why Catholic educators insist that Catholic children 
be given Catholic texts. This is especially so in music 
which is so closely related to religion. Just how important 
it is can be realized by the fact that Catholic parents 
willingly pay taxes supporting public schools and supplying 
them with textbooks while in addition they support their 
parochial schools and purchase the required books. This is 
not true in the 8tate of Louisiana and possibly in a few 
other states, where all children, both public and parochial, 
are supplied with free textbooks. But, in the Catholic 
music departments, this meant a secular music book, a hymn 
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book and a chant book. Only in recent years bas a Catholic 
music course been introduced where all three types of music 
have been integrated in one book. 
Four Series Used f2!: Co!!)_Earison. The purpose of this 
study is to compare the four Catholic Music Series, namely, 
the To God Through Music Series by Sister Mary Lourdes, S.P. , 
The Catholic Education Series by Justine Ward, The Music for 
Life Series by Sister Mary John Bosco, S. M. , and The Catholic 
Music Hour by Osbourne Mcconathy, W. Otto Meissner, Edw�d 
Bailey Birge and Mabel E. Bray. The purpose of this paper is 
to show the various methods and means used in these series 
which lead the child to an understanding, appreciation and 
love of good music, especially Gregorian Chant. Five par­
ticular phases of music are used for comparison. These are 
rhythm, ear training, the various hymns, chants and songs, 
music appreciation, and creative expression. Several omis­
sions will be found in the Btudy due to the fact that some 
teacher's manuals are not available. The Music for Life 
Series has no published teacher's manual for any of its 
books. The intermediate manual for the Catholic Music Hour 
cannot be obtained. Also, attention is called to the fact 
that since only four books are published for some of the 
series because the higher books are still in the composing 
and compiling stage; therefore, only the first four books 
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of all the series are used in this comparative study. The 
Catholic Music Hour is the only series that has more than 
four books. It is possible to divide the books of the 
Catholic Education Series into two parts and use each book 
for two grades. 
Kinds .Q! Series. Of the four music series involved 
in this study it is necessary for the reader to know that 
only three are Catholic courses. The Catholic Music Hour 
is only a Catholic edition. Its purpose is not the study 
of Chant as in the other three series. It is true that it 
contains chant numbers but that does not necessarily give 
the child a thorough understanding of the music of the 
Church. Since this paper is a comparative study it can be 
stated here that the Chants found in the Catholic Music 
Hour Series are entirety too difficult for the age level. 
The rest of this comparison will be found in a later chap­
ter. Suffice it to say that this series has never been re­
vised as has The Catholic Education Series and it is possi­
bly out of print today. 
III.  RELATIONSHIP OF MUSIC TO RELIGION 
? 
Purpose o f  a Catholi c Music Course .  St. Au�etine has 
accurately written:  "Musi c ,  that is the science in the sense 
of proper modula tion,  is likewise given by God's generosity 
to mortals having rational souls in order to lead t hem t o  
higher thinga. 115 
The general aim of a Catholic mu sic course should be 
to awaken and foster a realization one finds in the beauty o f  
music which i s  a God-given means b y  whi ch man may praise and 
serve God and thus further hie attainment o.f the happine s s  
for which God has created him in this life. 6 Parti cipation 
in music should develop the spirit o f  true Christian chari ty 
and this is the concern not only of thos e  o f  the Catholi c 
faith but o f  each and every human being . Thie includes the 
development o f  a so cial spirit and the s ocial virtue s of co-
operation, courte sy,  and re gard for one's fellowman. Musi c  
i s  a part o f  a child ' s birthright and musical education can­
not be slighted without serious lose to him and a s tunting 
of hie cultural growth. A child should be taught that music 
5Pope Pius XII ,  "On Sacred Musi c ,  n Encycli cal Letter, 
(Washington, D.C . : National Catholic Welfare Conference , 1955) 
P• 2 . 
6Sister Mary Lourde s ,  S . P., To God Throu'h Muei c,(To­
ledo , Ohio : Gregorian Institute of Ameri ca , 1952 , I, 9 .  
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is related to his everyday life . He should learn of its  role 
in the worship of God, in the life of the family, and in the 
social life o f  communities and nations . A child may learn in 
later life how music  influence s his individual growth by cre­
ating a force having its own di s cipline for the dire ction of 
emo tions, the ennobling of tas te s ,  the enri chme�t o f  daily 
life , and the li fting of hearts and minds to God. 
Choice .£! Ma teria.ls.  Grea. t ca.re should be ta.ken in the 
choice of materials used in a song manual. The soul of a 
child i s  irre si s tibiy· attracted to God. The study o f  reli­
gion aims to sat isfy this longing. Music is clo sely asso­
ciated with religi on. Espe cially is this so in t he li turgy 
o f  the Catholic Church where music play s a vital role and 
where it  has been aptly called the handmaid of the Liturgy. 
For this reason Catholic song manuals should include in 
their scope religious as well as se cular songs and type s and 
phase s of music that will assist  in the formation o f  the 
Chri stian ideal. 
The Catholic Church stre s se s  the importance of con­
gregational singing be cause i t s  liturgical func tions are a 
j o int participation o f  both laity and clergy. For this rea­
son the singing o f  solos is  not the corre ct means o f  uniting 
the entire congregation in the sacred a.ct of the Mass .  But 
the problem i s  how to get persons to sing. Ken Pe ters has 
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wri tten an arti cle in the Register in which he offers this 
sugge stion: 
In church the s turdy chorus of a good choir or of  a 
congregation i s  much better than the arias of  a few cho­
sen one s .  
Why i s  it  that teen-agers (and the old folks , too) 
will swoon over the late st love lyri c but cringe when 
asked to j oin the pari sh choir? Must we say that the 
sugary strains of a love song vibrate the strings that 
are moving their heart s ,  whereas the truths of faith do 
not strike similar chords? • • •  
What then i s  the answer to the Church music  problem? 
In my opinion the solution definitely lie s  in teaching 
our children. While Johnny is  learning to read, he 
should be taught to sing . At the same time that he i s  
learning why God made him, he should be learning to sing 
His praise s .  
Singing is  a natural mode of expre ssion and some­
thing that i s  heartfelt .  When you have s omething to sing 
about, you sing . The truths of fai th, learned in child­
like innocence , are some thing to sing about .  
We shall not have t o  worry s o  muc� about whe ther or 
not Johnny can read - if he can sing. 
The Unders tanding of Chant .  Some t eachers may argue 
that the chant is  too di ffi cult and cannot be unders tood by 
the younger children. Experience and experiment s have proved 
that this is not true . In fact,  i t  has been di scovered that 
children parti cularly re spond to chant . )fany me thods can be 
sugge sted including the translation into English of some of 
the more commonly used chant s such as the K�rie ,  Sanctus and 
Benedictus of the Mass .  Dramatization of the se part s will 
7-Ken Peters,  11If Johnny Won't Read, Let Him Sing, " 
The Regi s te r, April 22, 1956, P• 8. 
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al so help the child to understand their meaning. This will 
enable the child to realize that Gregorian Chant i s  the most 
beautiful form of musi cal expre s sion by which he can lift 
hi s heart and mind to God. He should be  given an explana­
tion of the apt saying that 11once singing is  worth twi ce 
praying11 for in the devout performance of a hymn we not only 
give God word praise but we enhance that praise with the 
beautiful j ewel s  of melody. 
CHAPTER II 
THE COMPARATIVE STUDY 
Comparison .21 Rliythm. The simple definition of rhythm 
as be ing the orderly arrangement of long and short tone s i s  
merely the root of a vast and incomprehensible sub j e ct when 
it is referred to the many phases of rhythm as found in the 
universe.  Rhythm actually permeate s the life and movement 
of man. Even the creation of the world was formed i n  a 
rhythm of day s .  Wind and tide and wave s move in ordered 
rhy thm, The suns, moons,  planet s, and s tars move in rhythm 
as dire cted by the Divine Conductor. 
The To God Through Music Series,  The Catholic Educa­
tion Serie s and the Music for Life Seri e s  use rhythm in such 
a way as to lead them to the ir final goal which i s  the cor­
re ct understanding and rendition of Gregorian Chant .  I n  the 
Catholic Music Hour Seri e s  rhythm ha s  an entirely different 
goal because the few Cathol ic hymns and chant s that this 
s erie s contains seem to have been included only after the 
seri e s  was writ ten for publ ic school u se. The main idea 
of this series  seems to be the use of rhythm as a means t o­
ward free expre s sion of movement . 
In Book One of the To God Through Music Seri e s  the 
aim i s  to e s tabl i sh fundamental rhythms beginning wi th the 
down and the up beat . By means of vari ous motions, such a s  
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clapping and s tepping, a feeling i s  developed for 2/4 and 
3/4 me ter. The children are given experience in fre e  rhythm 
which might be called unmeasured rhythm, such as i s  found i n  
Gregorian Chant . Observati on of fast and slow tempo and of 
the hold and re s t  are stres sed. ln preparation for the un­
derstanding of the chant the first book al so stre s s e s the 
rhythmic upbeat . 
The Catholic Education Series, Book One, begins with 
the simple st grouping of pulses into groups of two s  and 
three s .  The children mark the pulses by means of strokes 
using a longer stroke for the accen:ted pulse.  Later they 
learn to place bar line s be fore the accented pulse s .  This 
gradually leads to the subdivi sion o f  the se pul se s into dot­
ted quarter notes, eighth note s and sixte enth note s .  After 
notation is learned the rhythmi c stroke s .are '·transpo sed.'. into 
note values .  A'.· sense of bhythm i s  forme d through ge s ture s and 
movements of the whole body . 
The Music for Life Series doe s not as ye t have a pub­
lishe d teacher ' s  manual . From a thorough examination of the 
book of songs for first grade the following points  pertaining 
to rhythm were found: the whole note, half note, the up and 
down beat and a few Gregorian rhythms .  
In the firs t  book o f  The Catholi c  Mus ic Hour stre ss is 
laid on freedom of sel f expre s sion. Thi s seems to be acquired 
or developed through knowledge o f  various dance steps . A 
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vocabulary of re sponses is buil t through rote songs, listen­
ing lessons, toy orche s tra, recognition of phrase repe tition 
and physical expre ssion. 
� Two. The To God Through Music Serie s continue s 
the development of free rhythm in the s e cond book. It al so 
stre sses creative rhythm. De finite dire ctions are given for 
rhythmic re sponse to various type s of mu sic. I t  reviews 2/4, 
3/4 and 4/4 me ter beginning on the downbeat and 2/4 and 3/4 
meter beginning on the upbeat . This book als o  begins the 
rhythmic ge sture s of the arsi s  and the s i s  of chironomy. 
In the se cond book of the Catholic Education Series 
the whole body ge sture s used in Book One are continued. 
The se ge sture s are to bring about a coordination and con­
trol of the motor impul se s .  Melody and rhythm are combined. 
Three quarter time and the dot ted half note are new 
acquaintance s in the se cond children ' s  manual of the Music 
for Life Seri e s .  There are songs in which clapping and other 
rhythmic ge sture s are sugge sted. Gregorian rhythms are again 
stre s se d  in preparation for performance at liturgi cal 
functions.  
As in Book One of the Catholic Music Hour, Book Two 
lays s tre s s  on self expre s sion. It develops rhythm play 
into some dance steps that are fundamental to folk dances 
and game s and it encourage s  free expre s sion as a reaction 
to music. New material include s rhythmic s cansion, re cog-
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ni tion of the phrase, motive and figure and the ability to 
recognize the rhythm of unfamiliar songs. 
Book Three .  A review ·of�"sub j e ct matter learned in the 
previous books take s place in Book Three of the To God 
Through Music Serie s .  New mate rial include s the introduction 
of the eighth note as an equally divided beat. The feel for 
this new rhythm is  aided by introductory rote s ongs taught 
with word context . Thi s i s  followed by graded song material 
so that the feel and the grasp of the new rhythm may be 
e stabli shed. 
Ge sture s with melody and rhythm are taught in the 
third book of The Catholic Education Seri e s. The ars i s  and 
the si s  movement s are used. Two part melodie s with contrast­
ing rhythms lead to rhythmi c independence with polyphoni c 
phrases. 
Examination of the third song manual of the Music 
for Life Seri e s  finds new material in the divided beat of 
two eighth note s, the tied quarter note,  the psalmatic re­
citation tone , the quarter rest and three quarter me ter. 
There is  a review of old material including clapping and 
counting rhythms. 
Book Three of The, Catholic Music Hour provide s f\lr­
ther development of rhythm play to the point of a l arger 
vocabulary of fundamental movement s  common to all dance 
forms.  Standard dance expre ssion is begun with the recog-
15 
nition of the fundamental rhythms involved. As in the second 
book , a further development is made of the recognition of 
the phrase , motive and figure rhythms and their notation. In 
the new song material an e ffort is made in the recognition of 
the rhythmic element of notation. 
Book Four. The To God Through Music Serle s uses  a s  
new material i n  it s fourth book the manner of conducting 4/4 
me ter. It  reviews and contine s the ge s ture s for conducting 
simple chants in Gregorian rhythms. Another topic of review 
is the rhythm of note value s previously learned, e . g. , quar­
ter note with quarter re st , half note with quarmer re s t ,  dot­
ted hal f note and the divided beat of two eighth not e s .  In­
troduction ls made to the dot ted quarter note followed by 
the eighth note .  
Since Book Four of The Catholic Eduoat1oh Serle s is 
the study of Gregorian Chant chironomy is practically the 
only form of rhythm used. A thorough explanation of this 
form of conducting is given in Book Three of this s erie s .  
Round singing and two part canon singing l s  intro­
duced in Book Four of the Music for Life Serie s .  The use of 
the sixte enth note ls also made • .  Gregorian notation is an­
other innovation with an introduction to the ictus or 
Gregorian accent . 
Further rhythmic development of the dance takes  
place in Book Four of The Catholic Music Hour. -Rhythm devel-
ops from standard dance s of the people of various eras and 
16 
countrie s into a wider range of free expre s sion. In music 
notation this is carried into actual time keeping . ·  
Appraisal . In Book One of all four serie s the rhy­
thmic content seems to be within the scope of the first 
grade child. Book Two is directed to second grade level in 
all the serie s except the Catholic Music Hour. The require­
men ts for second grade pupil s in this serie s are too diffi­
cul t. This is e specially so in regard to having the children 
recognize phra se s, motive s and figure s .  This would be dif­
ficult for children in the seventh and eighth grade s .  It  
seems that there are more important point s in the s tudy of 
music than some of the specific items s tre ssed in The Cath­
olic Music Hour Serie s .  
Book Thre e and Book Four o f  the T o  God Through Music 
Series, The Catholic Education Serie s and The Music for Life 
Serie s are arranged with the simple s t  be ginnings of music, 
namely, note value s, re sts,  simple 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 rhythms, 
gesture s, conducting and the beginnings of chironomy. In The 
Catholic Music Hour the rhythms are not a s  difficul t a s  in 
the first two books.  
17 
Comparison E.f Ear Training. Ear training and vocal 
work help in developing good tone and pitch accuracy a s  aids 
to beautiful singing and reading readine s s .  Definite and 
specific work in ear training is e s sential in all music 
s tudy. Drills in ear training are ve ry important and should 
have as their aim accuracy in pitch, recognition of specific 
tonal groups and material for creative expre s sion. 
Book One . In Book One of the To God Through Music 
Serie s it i s  sugge s ted t�t good tone and true pitch be de­
veloped through tonal imitation and re sponse . This can be 
a ccomplished through rote approach. Aural readine s s  is de­
veloped by specific ear training and vocal work using the 
tonic chord and later developing the maj or scale .  In the 
second seme ster syllable s  are use d according to scalewise 
progre s sion . The five line sta�f is pre sented by means of 
fla sh cards using short motive s used 1n previous material . 
The children are required to re spond to the se card drills 
with syllable s .  This is developed through the rote-note ap­
proach. 
The Mu sic Education Serie s ,  Book One , use s oral and 
wri tten dictation. In the beginning the teacher uses  ge s­
ture s to indicat e  the rise and fall of the melody line , 
which consis t s  of phrase s based on mate rial previously 
learned .  At first ,  rhythmic dictation is taught separately 
from melodic dictation. Only later are the two combined. 
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No definite directions for the teaching of ear train­
ing are given in the Music for Life Serie s .  The method to be 
used should probably be left to the aiscre tion of the teacher. 
Since this is the case in all four books this is the only men-
tion that will be made of this series in the section on ear-
training. 
The Catholic Music Hour in Book One develops the ele-
ments of tonal and rhythmic procedure . I t  al so include s no­
tation which provides the nece s sary background to sight read-
ing. 
Book Two. Ear training in Book Two of the To God Through --
Music Serie s is carefully outlined to prepare the childrem 
for the song mat erial to be used. In this book special stre s s  
is placed on scalewise progre s sion and tonic chord skips .  In 
later chapters of Book Two a pat tern song is given to provide 
a melodic approach to the tonic, dominant and subdominant 
ch�rds . By means of tonal neighbors the melodic approach of a 
skip of a fourth is developed. 
The Catholic Education Serie s continue s melodic and 
rhythmic ear training in Book Two. Oral and writ ten work is 
continued. New material is found in maj or and minor scales  
and an introduction is  al so made to the mode s .  
The general smoothne s s  o f  continuity found in the last 
two serie s  seems to be lacking in The Catholic Music Hour. In 
this book the ob j ect is to train the child to recognize f 1ve 
19 
or six compositions on hearing the first  few measure s of each. 
It al so require s the recognition of a re current theme in a 
new song. 
Book Thre e .  A continuation of the ear training found 
in the first two books is found in the third book of the To 
God Through Music Serle s .  Here we find s imple scale and wasy 
chord pattern s .  I t  is sugge sted that simple theory songs 
previously learned be reviewe d  and used a s  a bridge to less  
familiar tonal material . 
Book Three of The Catholic Education Seri e s  continue s 
its rhythmic and melodic ear training both oral and wri tten. 
Modulation is the new material added to the major and minor 
scales  and some of the mode s .  Thi s mate rial may seem to be 
rather difficult for a third grade book but it mus t  be  re­
membered, as was indicated in the introduction of thi s paper ,  
thi s doe s  not neces sarily mean that i t  is  t o  b e  u s e d  in the 
third grade . The s e  books were wri tten to be used for a two 
year period and consequently the Book Thre e of this series  
would be  used  in the fifth and sixth grade s .  
The Cathol ic Music Hour seems t o  re turn to the more 
theoretical approach to ear training 1n the third book. He re 
re cognition of stepwise progre s sions in skips of thirds , 
fourths , fifths, sixths and octave s i s  stres sed. Since this 
is  de finitely a book just for third grade i t  se ems that re­
cognition of all these interval s  might be difficult .  
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Book Four. The fourth and last book of the To God ----
Through Music Serie s that has been publishe d  to dat e  ha s  the 
material for eartraining carefully outlined. It contains 
simple scale and chord pat terns as a preparation for singing 
in the minor mode and in the Gregorian mode s which have 
already been pre sented in rote singing. 
The fourth book of The Catholic Education Serie s is 
the climax of the other three books.  This book is  the Grego­
rian Chant manual . Rhythmic ear training is s tre sse d. I t  is  
sugge sted that the teacher sing a phrase of  a kno,·m Gregorian 
melody while the class decided on the appropriate gesture s to 
be used. Teets are given in the first mode and in the minor 
scale .  
The new material in the fourth book of The Catholic 
Music Hour is the obs ervation song. Since this aeries was 
published in 1932 it doe s not contain the up to dat e  mater-
lal found in the other s erie s .  
J\ppraiaal . Anexperienced teacher of music knows that 
ear training is an invaluable aid to sight reading. A chorus 
that can efficiently sight read music is  a director's ideal. 
A specific outline for ear training is given in the 
To God Through Music Serie s .  It  is so arranged that e ven an 
inexperienced teacher can follow it . Sister Mary Lourdes 
gives many sugge stions and aids for teaching this sub j ect . 
Directions are so explicit that a thorough background of 
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music is not neces s ary in orde.r. to teach i t  succe s sfully. 
An explanation is given on how to bridge the gaps that may oc­
cur be tween subjects such a s  the change from the minor modes 
to the Gregorian modes .  
Justine Ward, author of the Catholic Education Serie s ,  
place s ear training next t o  good tone quality. From experi­
ence it is known that any child who has thorough training in 
this serie s will undoubtedly be an efficient sight reader. 
This course has obtained amazing re sul t s .  
The ear training in The Catholic Music Hour varie s in 
detail from the other serie s .  It seems to deal mostly with 
the recognition of previously learned songs by listening to 
short phrases  of the se songs . This serie s is not as  techni­
cal as the others.  From the first to the fourth book the only 
re quirement is the recognition of interval s .  This require­
ment would not be adequate for a modern music course .  
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.Compari son Et_ Hymns ,  Chants and Songs. The hymns, 
chant s  and songs contained in any school musi c seri e s  re­
gardless of race or creed should have as their purpose the 
aim to furni sh a repertoire of good and beautiful music. In 
any Catholi c  music series the hymns and chant s should be 
those whi ch the child will nece ssarily learn and know during 
hi s years in s chool and whi ch will later form a part of a 
permanent repertoire for hi s adult years.  
In this chapter on hymns ,  chant s and songs the com­
parative study has been made in regard to the kinds of songs 
the books contain, to determine if possible whether they are 
rot e ,  note or both, and where the teacher's manual i s  avail­
able to indicate the purpo se of the songs.  It must be under­
stood that thi s could not be carried out in all the serie s 
be cause of the lack of a teacher's manual in the Music for 
Life Serie s and the intermediate teacher's manual for the 
Catholic Music Hour. 
Book One . Hymns , chant s and songs in the To God 
Through Music Series are taught by rote in Book One . They 
are mostly ba sed on the tonic chord. The obj e ctive of this 
book i s  reading readine ss.  Individual singing le encouraged 
as the best way to develop leaders and to help uncertain and 
non-s ingers. Book,One contains many American songs,  child­
hood songs,  story songs , singing game s ,  a short religious 
play with music ,  a few simple chant s including the introduc-
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tion.of Psalm Five and the simple s t  beginnings of Gregorian 
Chant theory. The following is an example of P salm Five and 
Mode Five . 
P salm Five 
full of grace , the Lord is with thee .  
Chant in Mode Five 
Harken to us , 0 Lord, and have mercy, 
a - gains t  
Book One o f  the Catholic Education Series begins with 
rot e  songs but the se rapidly lead to tonal and rhythmic fre e­
dom. The book contains many melodie s without words .  They are 
sung with syllable s .  In fact , there are only about eight 
songs in the first book with word cont ent . There are many 
short phrase s with words put to melodie s .  Sugge stions are 
given for many liturgical chants which can be found in any 
Catholic hymnbook. 
In the study of the children' s manual of the first 
book of the Music for Life Serie s ,.,e find many religious 
songs , songs pertaining to various topics such as social 
s tudie s ,  science , singing game s and rhythmic play. There 
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are a few nursery rhyme s .  Included in this  manual are songs 
to help singers with low voice s .  I n  the entire book only 
one short Latin phrase was found. 
According to the teacher's manual of The Catholic 
Music Hour the main purpose of Book One is the memorization 
of thirty to forty songs.  This include s one stanza of Amer­
i ca. There are twelve Gregorian Chant s and five hymns in­
cluded in this book. All the songs are listed under four 
headings , e . g. , rote songs ,  observation songs, for recog­
nition of phrase and repe tition, reading songs for the read­
ing of note s, and the study song. 
Book Two. The rote-note approach is used in the second 
book of the To God Through Music Serie s. Simple songs are 
ba sed on the tonic chord and s imple scalewise progre s sions. 
Great care ·has been taken for the e stablishment of a "feel" 
for melodic basic tonal group s .  The obj ective o f  Book Two 
is the introduction of reading. Six different keys are intro­
duced in note song s .  The songs are based on the sol to sol 
range . P salm tone five is reviewed and psalm tone six is 
taught by rot e .  There are a few new chant s  in moae six and 
a review of chants in mode five. 
P salm Six 
J) J I J) .. P £@ J1 .. 1 II 
of grace, the Lord is with Thee. 
Chant in Mode Six 
At the cro s s  her station keeping, S tood the mourn -
{�J'JJJJI) 
flll Mother weeping, Close 
. . . ., 
to Je sus to the las t .  
A repertoire of favorite old songs and a short religious 
play is included in this book. 
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The songs in Book Two of �he Catholic Education Ser­
ie s are mostly ancient folk songs from different countrie s .  
The mos t notable songs are taken from the Gregorian raper-
toire . The author has graded the melodie s so that they con­
tain only what has been previously s tudied. 
Religious songs predominate in the second book of the 
Music for Life Serie s .  The secular songs are again grouped 
into social study songs, science songs and literature songs . 
With some short Latin phrases a few Gregorian melodie s with 
English words and three Latin hymns have been included. 
The aim of the second book of The Catholic Music 
Hour is the attainment of forty to sixty rote songs with at 
l east twenty to be learned from memory. Since the child is 
farther advanced he is required to know the second stanza of 
America . The religious repertoire contains e ighteen Gregorian 
numbers including p salms,  chant s  and mass e s .  
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Book Three .  The purpose of Book Three of the T o  God 
Through Music Serie s is the extension and continuation of 
reading . The rote and note approache s are used in thi s  book. 
An introduction is made to 11Do11 finding through the ltey 
sign. In the first seme ster reading songs are made in the 
sharp keys and in the second seme ster the flat keys are in­
troduced. Songs are based on the doh to doh range and the 
sol to sol range in the maj or mode . There are a few songs 
in the minor mode woth leading que stion s .  A review is made 
of psalms five and six and of mode s five and six. P salm 
eight is introduce d  and two new chants in mode eight are 
taught by rote.  
P salm Eight 
Hail Ma-ry full of grace , the Lord is with Thee� 
Chant in Mode Eight 
-O'-J' J & P bf•§{ I • ' • !' ! .  
Thanks be to God. Al-le-lu - la , 
fob�iJJJnJ ��II 
Al-le - - - - - lu - - - la. 
Some attention is drawn to the four line Gregorian s taff, 
the doh cle f  and some simple neum formations.  
As  in Book Two mos t  of  tlle songs in Book Three of  The 
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Catholic Education Series are ancient folk songs . There is 
an Ave Maria with the comple t e  t ext . Several of the songs 
are in two parts and there is an introduction to polyphony. 
The Music for Life Series in its Book Three contains 
many religious hymns and chants. There are twenty-six Latin 
hymns and chants. Songs are ggain grouped as they were in 
Book Two according to social studies , literature and science . 
Certain songs are suggesten for Music Appreciation in the 
following cat egories: psalm tone s ,  Gregorian chant , hymns,  
folk songs , and songs by famous compose rs .  This book also 
contains a number of action songs and singing games.  
Forty to sixty new songs is the s tandard set in Book 
Three of The Catholic Music Hour with the requirement of 
t en memorized songs . The children are required to memorize 
four stanzas of America. The book contains twenty-six Grego­
rian melodies.  
� Four. A continuous review of previously l earned 
material is found through Book Four of the To God Through 
Music Series .  I t  again uses the rote and note approach. Songs 
are base d  on the doh to doh range with a sol to sol range in 
the maj or • A few minor songs are included. A review is made 
of psalms five , six and eight and of modes five, six and 
eight . The new psalm introduce d  is psalm three which is 
taught by rot e .  New material is found in one new chanjf in 
mode e ight and another chant in mode three .  
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P salm Three 
ip Ji 8 e ou r 1 e 
Hail Ma - ry full of grace , the with The e. 
Chant in Mode Three 
fall - ing, 
�tft?P � Lo, the sa-cred 1' host we hail . 
In Book Four of this serie s a repertoire of old songs previ­
ously learned is built up. 
Many liturgical melodies from the Mass and other ser­
vice s are found in the fourth book of The Catholic Education 
Serie s .  This book i s  devot ed entirely to a thorough study 
of Gregorian Chant . 
The fourth book of the Music for Life Serie s contains 
sevent e en chant s ,  fifteen hymn s and two religious songs .  The 
social study songs are listed as songs pertaining to early 
days of our land, the world family and songs of patriotism. 
Science songs come under the category of earth,  sea and sky , 
living creature s and the seasons.  Other headings are listed 
as  melodies of famous composers, part songs ,  rounds ,  canons 
and s ongs for special occasions .  
Appraisal. The main purpose of a Catholic music 
course, as was noted previou sly, is to lead the child t o  
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a knowledge of Gregorian Chant and to it s correct perform­
ance, and to give him a love and appreciation of good music 
in all it s forms . In examining the four serie s used in this 
paper it is intere s ting to note how this purpose was attained 
with a variety of me thods .  Some of the serie s cover a wider 
field in their selection of hymns, chant s and songs.  Most 
of them consider the mentality of the child for whom the 
books are written. The exception is The Catholic Music Hour 
which contains too many difficult Gregorian Chants for the 
young child. Conclusions have been drawn that since the 
serie s called The Music Hour and The Catholic Music Hour 
have been written by the same group of people it is pos sible 
that the second serie s  was given Catholic approval after the 
Catholic hymns were inserted. It is very doubt ful if those 
who: approved the serie s knew very much about music t eaching 
in the grade s .  Many of the chant s are in Latin in the primary 
book. Anyone with experience knows that it ls a problem to 
teach correct Latin pronunciation in the uppe r  grade s .  The 
Catholic Chant s in this s erie s are practically usel e s s  be­
cause of their difficulty. 
The Catholic Education Series reache s it s goal but 
i t s  selection of songs is rather dry and unintere sting. 
Many teachers of this serie s will disagre e with :ti.bis 
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statement because of the very excellent re sul t s  obtained. 
This is e specially so in St.  Louis and in Washington, D. C .  
An intere sting experiment would b e  to teach a class  The 
Catholic Education Course and the To God Through Music Course 
and then compare the progre s s  and intere s t  re sulting f rom 
both course s .  Probably there would be more progre s s  shown in 
The Catholic Education Serie s providing the teacher ha s  
given the right incentivebut i t  i s  almost positive that there 
would be a large r amount of intere st shown in the To God 
Through Music Serie s .  This is a surmise and not a statement. 
In The Catholic Education Serie s too much use is made of 
ancient folk songs and melodie s .  It s eems that the course 
would have mo»e vitality and interest if more songs about 
things with which the child is familiar would be inserted. 
A certain amount of folk music is excellent but an exce s s  i s  
monotonous. 
The To God Through Music Serie s and the Music for Life 
.Serie s are by far the seat intheir selection of hymns, chants 
and songs.  They have variety and intere st and they gradually 
l ead the child into the more intricate melodie s of Gregorian 
Chant . 
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Comparison of Music Appreciation. Music appreciation 
is not a separate part of music training but it is a vital 
and e ssential part of all music study. Every phase of music 
s tudy , ear training, rhythmic material , hymns, chant s ,  songs 
and all the creative work will contribut e to the growth and 
development of the child in the appreciation of music.  There 
are various ways and ti.me s in which the listening period may 
take place . Some educators advocate several listening periods 
per week,  while again , others sugges t  that records be played 
while the children are being dismissed or when they a s semble 
for the afternoon period. 
Book One . The listening lessons in Book One of the 
To God Through Music Serie s have as their aim the love of 
music and growth of knowledge . The book contains a sugge sted 
outline of records. Participation in rhy thmic activitie s is 
sugge s ted. -As most methods now advocate , this book al so 
give s helps for directed lis tening. By the time the children 
reach the end of Book One they should be able to recognize 
simple theme s, a lullaby , a march, and the sound of the drum 
and violin. 
The author sugges t s  the use-of records in the first 
book of The Catholic Education Serie s .  It se ems that more 
importance is placed on rhythmic participation than,on any 
other phase of music.  Another interesting means is drama­
t ization. 
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In scanning the four books of the Music for Life 
Serie s one finds many action songs that definitely can be 
listed under the title of mu sic appreciation. Again, since 
this s e rie s lacks a teacher' s manual mu sic appreciation is 
left largely to the discretion of the teacher. 
The Catholic Music Hour has not developed adequate 
intere st in ear training but it goes all out on the sub j ect 
of music appreciation. I t  suggest s means of interpre tation, 
dramatization and rhythm play. In lis tening the child is 
exhorted to pay special attention to re sponse to ·:the moods 
of music and the reco�ni.tion of the structure of the music 
heard. Children participate in the toy orche stra which is 
pos sibly our modern rhythm band. They are given exper�mce 
in orche stral effect s .  Picture s tudy is another method 
used. Finally the children become acquainted with s tandard 
compositions. 
Book Two. In the second grade book of the To God -_,.' 
Through Music Serie s the children are introduced to ideas 
of beauty through listening to recordings and re sponding to 
and interpreting mu sical selections.  Cbntinued development 
is made in their ability to recognize a simple theme , lullaby, 
march, wal tz, violin , drum, cello and trumpe t .  
In The Catholic Education Serie s second book the re-
lation between words and mu sic is brought out .  The students 
are given an understanding of ancient folk songs from vari­
ou s countrie s .  A Gregorian Chant repertoire is built up. 
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This book encourage s  original compositions by the children. 
Beautiful model s are set up be fore the children. Improvisa­
tion is encouraged. 
The Catholic Music Hour continue s a development of 
the same point s  that it sugge st s in the first book. 
Book Thre e .  The identical point s that were stre ssed 
in Book Two are again developed in Book Three.of the To God 
Through Music Serie s .  The additions to the previously cited 
items for recognizability are the minuet, gavotte , clarinet 
and trombone . The children are al so introduced to six com­
posers, namely, Bach, Haydn , Mozart , Handel , Schubert and 
Schumann. 
The Catholic Education Serie s give s an introduction 
to more ancient folk songs.  Two part singing is empha sized 
in the thrid book. Acquaintance is made with canon and 
other forms of polyphonic music. 
The ability to listen intelligently and discriminatelY, 
is emphasized in Book Thre e of �he Catholic Music Hour. The 
children listen for characteristic tonal e ffects of the in­
s truments of the orches tra. They are shown how music and art 
can be synchronized. 
Book Four. Book Four of the To God Through Mu sic 
Serie s has it s fourth graders listening to recordings .  The 
new ins truments to be recognized are the double base,  viola, 
oboe , bas soon, french horn and tuba. The se instrument s are 
to be identified by sound in recordings taken from a sug­
gested list in the t ext . Some important facts are to be 
learned about Handel ,  Schubert , Schumann, Greig, Mendels­
sohn and Tschaikowsky. 
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The Gregorian Chant manual or Book Four of The Cath­
olic Education Serie s  uses picture s featuring de scriptive 
theme s .  The use o f  records is suggested but better still 
is the participation at liturgical functions where Gregorian 
Chant is well sung. 
At the pre sent writing the Book Four of The Catholic 
Music Hour is not available .  The reason for thlh.s ha s  been 
given. 
Appraisalo In reg�d to music appreciation the To 
God Through Music Serie s seems far superior to the other 
three serie s .  This is probably so because every phase is  
so well outlined that lit tle experience in music is needed 
to teach it e ffectively. This is a course suitably fitted 
for the classroom t eacher who must teach her own music be­
cause of the lack of a regular music teacher. Sister Mary 
Lourdes, the author of this serie s ,  knows the mind of a 
child and how to keep his intere st through the use of media 
with which he is familiar. 
The Catholic Education Serie s has a definite European 
flavor. The sugge stions in the book are very good but they 
s e em rather stilted. It  would probably require all the t each­
er1 s resourcefulne s s  to make these  le sson s interesting. The 
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ideas,  the content and all el se in this serie s are excellent 
but the book doe s  not have the appeal to the modern child 
that the other s erie s have . The monotony of too many folk 
songs and ancient melodies may be the cau se of this lack of 
intere st.  The use of the se melodie s is not to be discouraged 
for they are fine when used discreetly . There should be 
variety in the sellotion of songs. 
The sec�ion on music appreciation in T�e Catholic 
Music Hour has some excellent ideas.  It  has a variety of 
sugge stions. A point not found in the other three serie s is 
the combination of music and art. 
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Comparison of Creative Expre s sion. Creative expre s sion 
has found it s place in the mu sic world a s  well as in the world 
of all other curriculum subject s .  A school music course is 
definitely lacking when it doe s  not stimulate a de sire for 
self expre s sion. It should encourage a love for participa­
tion in music activities and pos sibly a de sire to learn to 
play some instrument . Self expre s sion through creating music 
can be done by re-creating songs and piece s in the child' s  
repertoire, actually creating new melodie s ,  holding musical 
conve rsations or dramatizing music. 
Book One . A foundation for creative expre ssion in 
Book One of the To God Through Music Serie s is laid by means 
of que stion and an swer songs . Another idea sugge sted is the 
creation of original endings to melodies and songs.  The 
making of simple instruments ls encouraged. Beautiful sing­
ing should be stre ssed at all time s .  
In The Catholic Education Serie s the children are 
e ncouraged to write original melodie s .  The se melodie s are 
to be very short and the children must be re strained to 
use only what has been taught in previous lessons .  
Among the varie ty of songs in Book One of the Music 
for Life Serles an echo game ls found. Another technique 
l s  a series of calls to be answered by the children. Sev­
e ral iml tative _· songs are included in this book. If a teach­
er1 s manual is published for this serie s it is probable that 
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de taile d  ins truct ion-will be given for creative expre s sion. 
In The Catholic Mu sic Hour Serie s ,  Book One, the au­
thor goe s  a bit deeper than in the other three serie s .  It  
has the children give phrase analusis of songs. A study is  al� 
so made of motive s and figure s with listed vocabularie s  of 
rhythmic and melodic figure s .  
Book Two. Book Two i s  similar to Book One of the To - - � 
God Through Music Series .  Material for creative expre s sion 
i s  drawn primarily from ear training exercise s ,  singing 
game s and action songs. Question and answer son s ,  making up 
vers e s  for songs , creating original endi ngs , making instru­
ments and similar activi ties are sugge sted in this book. 
Original melodie s with and without words are one of 
the means of developing creative expre s sion in Book Two of 
The Catholic Education Serie s .  Improvisat ion through musical 
conversat ion, rhythmic gesture s ,  and melody and rhythmic 
gesture s combined are some of the ideas li sted. 
The Music for Life Serie s in it s second book sugge sts 
writing original words for given melo die s .  
The Catholic Music Hour in it s Book Two doe s not have 
any significant sugge stions outside of the one s  made in Book 
One .  
Book Thre e .  Out side o f  the sugge stions listed in Book 
Two of all the serie s no new material was f ound for creative 
expre ssion in Book Three of the se serie s . 
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Book Four. Piano keyboard and instrumental experi­
ence forms an important phase in creative expression_in Book 
Four of the To God Through Music Seri es. Some dramat ization 
o f  songs is suggest ed. The children make up words for some 
short phrases in two parts and also for one of the melodies 
in cluded in the Instrumental Experience se ction. A large 
Gregorian staff with cut out square notes is used-for intro­
ducing basic facts in Gregorian Chant the ory . 
The Cathol ic Education Series gives suggestions in 
i ts Gregorian manual for original melodies and songs. 
Bpok Four o f  the Music for Life Series encourages 
musical development through original melodies and choral 
speaking. Suggestions are given for children interest ed in 
learning to play an instrumen t. 
The fourth book o f  The Catholic Musi c Hour Series is 
not  available but the teacher's manual for the third book 
states that a definite procedure is suggested for developing 
experience into musical expression. 
- . ·  : . ·Appraisal. Modern educators place great importance on 
creative expression . The general cry is that children should 
be encouraged to express themselves. Every subject in t he 
field of musi c lends itself to creative expression. There are 
many outlets in the field of music and the authors o f  these 
four series seem to understand the importance of this phase 
o f  education. We espe cially find this so in the T o  God Through 
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Music Serie s .  The author of thi s  serie s s eems to have an un­
u.sual insight into the minds of children. Her id.eas literally 
draw out of the child any creative spark that might be in. him. 
The book give s vocal experience and encourage s the child to 
enter the ins trumental field. 
The Catholfc Education Series e specially advocates 
the creation of original melodie s .  The suggestions in this 
book for creative expre ssion are very limit ed. 
The field again expands in the Music for Life Serie s .  
Sister Mary John Bosco, the author, has some very fine sug­
ge stions for creative expre s sion and they are varied and 
within the comprehe nsion of the child. 
The mental capacity of the child seems to be greatly 
exaggerat ed in The Catholic Music Hour. I t  seems almost im­
possible for a six year old to give the phrase analysis for 
songs . It may be possible if every phrase is exactly one line 
long. If  that is the case , the child doe s  not have the right 
conception of a phrase.  Another requirement is the analysis 
of songs for figures and motives .  This might be possible 
but not probable for the younger child. 
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Comparison .2.f Format .  In de scribing the format of 
the various books each s erie s  is taken as a whole and not 
individually as was done be fore , because the same format is 
generally used for all the books of the same s erie s .  
To God Through Music Series .  The four published 
children' s manual s of this series contain approximat ely one 
hundred and s eventy page s .  They are about seven by e ight 
and one half inche s in size . All of the picture s are black 
ink drawings but they are so cleverly done that the ab sence 
o f  color is not noticed. The cover of each book is in a 
different eye-catching color with a modernistic de sign re­
presenting the modern five line staff and the Gregorian four 
l ine staff. The print is lasge and easily read1ble .  
The Catholic Education Serie s. The format of the two 
revis ed books of this s erie s lea big improvement over the 
older publication . In the new books each cover is a diffel'­
ent color. The se song manual s have repre s entative drawings 
in four colors� A unique feature of this book is that many 
o f  the drawings are made up of the long flowing lines to 
repre sent the arsis and the sis of chironomy. Another dis­
t1noti ve feature is that mos t  of the melodie s have the chir­
onomy marks writ ten through them whther they are in numbers 
ob notation. The children ' s  manual is about seven and one 
half inche s by nine inche s and is horizontal in length. Each 
book covers seventy- eight page s .  The two revised books are 
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1955 publications .  The setup in thi s seri e s  shows a definite 
European influence . The print is smaller than in mo st books . 
Music !2.£ � Serie s .  This serie s is a 1952 publi­
cation. Like the o ther newer publications it al so ha s each 
book in a different attractive color. The same color that 
is used for the cover is al so used with black and whit e  in 
the accompanying song picture s .  The cover de sign, alike on 
all the books ,  is  diamond shaped featuring the Holy Spirit 
again st a modernis tic cross.  The book i s  nine and one half 
inche s long and se ven inche s wide . The print and notation 
are large . The song manual s contain abou t one hundred and 
twenty- five page s .  
The Catholic Music Hour. Though there i s  a great 
difference betwe en this series and the other three used in 
this study it was purposely used to show the great advance­
ment that has been made in the many phases of music text­
book printing. This book was publishe d in 1932. The s tyle 
of the books is not much different than our modern books , 
but , the picture s are very old fashioned. One very fine 
feature of this book i s  the collection o f  photographs and 
art picture s .  Many o f  the art picture s are in color . The 
notation is large but the words seem too small for com­
f ortable reading. 
Appraisal . In the examination of the se serie s one 
wonders how children of even a quarter of a century ago 
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could have found interest  in bboks that today seem so 
lacking in juvenile appeal . Though the use of color doe s 
promo te interest i t s  use i s  not neces sary if the picture s 
are weel drawn. Only the olde s t  edition o f  these four ser­
i e s  has highly colored pi cture s .  Two of the series  have 
picture s in two or three colors . The mo st at tractive book 
ha s only black ink drawings .  
The Catholi c Music Hour, publi shed i n  1932, i s  the 
ugly duckling of the four serie s .  It  probably was a fine bo ok 
i n  i t s  day but its  pi cture s are too old fashioned and the 
print i s  too small.  The one big feature o f  The Catholi c Music 
Hour is  that it contains some very fine art pi cture s .  Since 
thi s  course combine s music and art the se picture s were nece s­
sary but they would be out of place in the o ther seri e s .  
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Compari son E!. Layout .  Be cause o f  the similarity o f  
the layout in mo s t  books i t  will not take too much space 
t o  de sc.ribe the content of the se serie s .  Since i t  has been 
the purpo se t o  stre s s  the children' s manuals rather than 
the t eacher' s manual s the same idea will be carried out in 
thi s s e ction unl e s s  something of unusual importance and 
i ntere s t  appears in the t eacher' s manual s .  
To God Through Music Series.  The layout o� �hi s ser­
i e s  i s  excellent . The contents is divided ac cording to the 
t eaching months so that there need be no skipping about the 
book to look for songs for special event s .  Be cause all the 
fi rst year songs are taught by rote thi s s'erie s  doe s not 
have a song manual for first grade . Books 'I'wo to Four, 
which are all that has been publi shed to date , have song 
manual s for the children. According to the cla s sified index 
each book contains Ameri can tr�diti onal songs , chant s ,  
childhood songs,  s tudy about the doh family, hymns and re­
l igious songs,  a playle t ,  rhythm picture s ,  rhy thm verse , 
s i nging game s ,  songs about musical the ory ,  s tories o f  great 
mu sician s ,  stori e s  of the instrument s ,  s tory songs and what 
you can hear in mu sic.  It  i s  to be unders tood that the se 
various songs are sui tably interspersed through the monthly 
s e tup . As an example , the songs for the month of De cember 
are given in the foilowing order: My Birthday Gift,  a two 
line melody written in Gregorian nonation to a previously 
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learned p salm tone , The Snowman, Who ' s  That Tapping at the 
Window, a rhythm pic ture compo sed of not e s  in 3/4 me ter 
followed by the song, The Moon Boat,  wri tten in the same 
meter,  0 Come Little Children,  Up On the Housetop, ano ther 
rhythm picture in 4/4 me ter followed by the song, Chris tmas 
Light , Jolly Old St.  Nicholas ,  Jingle Bel l s ,  Winds Through 
the Olive Tre e s  and Silent Ni ght . One of the outs tanding 
feature s of this series is the reproduction o f  the child­
ren ' s manual in the teacher ' s  manual . Each page is  printed in 
miniature in its  re spective le sson . Thi s pre sentation el imi­
nat e s  the constant reference to two manual s on the part _ of 
the t eacher. Thi s manual also contains the accompaniment s 
t o  the more important songs . 
The Catho lic Education Series.  Thi s series  ha s  no 
specifi c layout .  I t  seems to b e  a collection of secular 
s ongs , re ligious songs,  hymns and chants with no de finite 
arrangement. Some melodies  are written in no tes  and others 
in numbers.  Thi s series may not seem a s  at tractive to our 
Ameri can children a s  some o f  the other serie s because i t  
ha s a European influence i n  i t s  makeup . The pi cture s ,  
drawn by European nuns,  are unique . Mo st of the songs have 
the chironomy mo?ement s written through them. The songs 
s e em crowded on the page s .  
Music for Life Seri e s .  A monthly outline i n  the back 
of each book of thi s serie s divides the contents into sec-
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t i E3ns of suitable s ongs . In compari son Nith the To God 
T�ough Musi c Seri e s ,  who se De cember songs for Grade Two 
are - li sted on the preceding page , the se are the songs from 
the se cond book of this serie s :  A Prayer for Advent , Veni 
Domine Jesu with the English translation in a Gregorian mel­
ody, 0 Chri stmas Tre e ,  a rote song, Puer Natus in Be thlehem, 
ano ther Gregorian melody with English translation , 0 Come 
Li ttle Children , A Happy Birthday Li ttle Lord, and My Gift . 
The Catho li c Music Hour. Considering that thi s is  
an older publication the layout i s  quite good. No  month­
ly outline i s  given but the songs are so placed that they 
are easily found in the book . There are many colored pic­
ture s in the book. 
Apprai sal . In thi s study the books were de s cribed 
in the order of their meri ts and value . In the wri ter ' s  
e s timation the To God Through Music S eri e s  is  by far the 
b e s t .  The Music Education Series is  excellent . The lack 
o f  a teacher ' s  manual hinders the judging of the Music for 
Lofe Serie s .  Twenty years ago The Cathol i c  Music Hour wa s 
probably one of the best books on the market. It may be 
usabl e  today but it is no longer the best serie s .  
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSION AND REMARKS 
The. saying that many roads lead to Rome can ap tly be 
changed to many me thods lead t o  the same obj e ctive . Even 
though the me thod of each serie s i s  quite .::.different the 
same criteria i s  se t up to reach its goal. The goal i s  the 
promo tion of go od singing through good music and trained 
and guide d  musi cal experience , with the final obj e ctive 
the understanding and correct performance of Gregorian 
Chant . 
Importance .2.f. Gregorian Chant.  The que stion may be 
a sked why so much importance is placed on Gregorian Chant 
i n  the Cathol ic Scho ol s .  Thi s may al so give ri se to those  
who are unacquainted with the Catholic Church that other 
forms of musi c  are not used in Cathol ic servi ce s .  The best 
an swer to thi s que s tion can be found in the Encycli cal 
L e tter of Pope Pius XII on Sacred Mus ic.  He write s :  
The Choral Chant began to be called 11 Gregorian 11 after 
St . Gregory, the man who revived i t .  It at tained new 
beauty in almo st all part s of Europe after the 8th or 9th 
century because of it s accompaniment by a new musi cal 
instrument call ed the 11 organ. 11 Little by littl e ,  begin­
ning in the 9th century, polyphonic singing was added to 
thi s choral chant . The study and use of polyphoni c  sing­
ing were developed more and more during the centurie s  
that followed and were rai s ed to a marvelous perfect ion 
under the guidance of magni fi cent compo sers during the 
15th and 16�h centurie s .  
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Since the Church always held this polyphonic Chant 
in the highe st e steem i t  willingly admitted this type of 
music even in the Roman basilicas and i n  pontifical ce­
remonie s  in order to increase the glory of the sacred 
ri tea.  Its power and splendor were increased when t he 
s ounds of the organ and o ther musical instruments were 
J oined wi th the voioes ot the singers . 
Thus with the favor and under the auspices of the 
Church the study of sacred music has gone a long way 
over the course of the centuries . g 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • be sides those things that intimately associated 
wi th the Church' s sacred liturgy, there are al so popular 
religious hymns which derive their origin from li turgi­
cal chant i t self. Mo st of the se are written in the lan­
guage of the people .  Since the se are closely related 
t o  the mentality and the temperament of individual 
groups,  they differ considerably among themselve s ac­
cording to the character of different race s and looal-
i ties.  9 
Various Forms of Catholi c  Church Mus·io. According to . ., ..  -. ...  ' : . . .: 
the above quotation, we find in the Holy Father' s own words 
that Gregorian Chant is the most  important form of vocal 
music in the Catholic Church and take s precedence over all 
other forms of music, but this does not cause the Church to 
neglect these other forms. Polyphonic music has been used 
in the Catholic Church since the ninth century and it is 
undoubtedly one of the most magnificent forms of music. One 
Bpope Pius XII,  "On Sacred Music, 11 
o f  His Holine ss P0pe Pius XII ( Washington, 
TiitliOiic Welfare onferenc-e,--1955) , p. 3 .  
9 Ibid. , p. 14. 
Encyclical Letter 
D. C. : National 
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must readily admi t that the Catholic Church has not chosen ,-
the easiest kind of music and Pope Pius XII gives the warn­
ing that "when the means and talent available are unequal 
t o  the task, it i s  better to forego _ such attempts than to 
do something that would be unworthy of divine worship and 
sacred gatherings. nlO The simple hymns used by all denom­
inations are no exception in the Catholic Church but cer­
tain rule s  and regulations are laid down for their per­
formance. They are only permitted at spe cial servi ce s and 
only hymns that are in conformity with the laws of the 
Church should be sung. The Encyclical states:  
If hymns of this sort are to bring material fruit 
and advantage to the Christian people, they must be in 
full conformity with the doctrine of the Catholic faith. 
They must also expre s s  and explain the doctrine accur-
a t ely. Likewise they must use plain language and simple 
me lody and must be free from violent and vain exce s s  of 
words. De spite the fact that they are short and easy, 
they should manifest a religious dignity and seriousne ss. 
When they are fashioned in this way these sacred canti­
cles,  born as they are from the most profound depths of 
the people ' s  soul , deeply move the emotions and spirit 
_ and stir up pious sentiment s. When they are sung at re­
l i gious rite s by a great crowd of people singing as with 
one voice, they are powerf�i in rai sing the minds of the 
faithful to higher things. 
· 
From the above explanation, anyone not familiar with 
the Catholi c Church can understand why certain forms of 
10Ibid. 
llibid. 
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si�ging _ are s tressed 1n Catholic School Music Series . Thi s 
comparative study of the four series was most interesting, 
e specially s o ,  because of the different methods used in 
each series to reach the same goal. 
Resul t s  .2,! � Comparative Study. Without doub t ,  
t he To God Through Music Series far s�rpasses the other 
three series used in this s tudy. It i s  superior to the 
o thers in practically all point s .  Among it s many good 
point s is one out standing innovation. Sister Mary Lourdes 
had the farsightednes s  to compose twi sets of words for 
her s ongs so that they could be used as supplementary work 
with either of the two Catholic reading cours e s ,  The Cath­
edral Basic Readers or The Faith and Freedom Readers . Thi s 
i s  po ssibly the only music series 1n whi ch this innovation 
can be found. It would seem almost impos sible for anyone 
no t to be able to teach this course if they correctly fol­
l owed the teacher' s manual with it s excellent detailed lea-
s on plans and many valuable suggestion s .  The book begins with 
a general outline explaining the aims of the course. This same 
explanation is repeated in every book o f  the series. It i s  
followed b y  a summary o f  the music program for the particular 
b o ok, a general outline, helps for the teacher, the Catholic 
Music Education program, a suggested daily lesson plan and 
suggestions for the teacher. As was mentioned before, all of 
. 
these points are repeated in every teacher' s manual . Next 
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follows a very detailed outline for the month of September. 
After the outline we find a development of September' s work 
and this outline and development is repeated for each month. 
From Book Two to Book Four, and this will most probably be 
cont inued in all of the books as they are pubiished, we find 
a miniature replica of every song in the children ' s  book. 
Thi s greatly facilitates the teacher' s work. Accompaniments 
t o  many of the songs are found in the back of the teacher' s 
manual , again preventing the inconvenience of having to  look 
through several books . The To God Through Music Series i s  
b y  far the ideal series and s hould be highly re commended to 
all Catholic school s. 
From personal experience i t  is known that The Catho­
lic Education Serie s, al so familiarly called The Ward Series 
after Justine Ward, the author, has produced wonderful re­
sults in the Cathol ic schools where i t  has been taught . There 
is  really no comparison betwe en this me thod and the foregoing 
me thodbecause the Ward method is very much older and was writ-
t e n  under entirely different circumstances.  Mrs. Ward received 
much of her training under the Benedictine monks of Sole sme s 
on the Isle of Wight . The famous Benedi ctine authority on the 
Chant , Dom And.re Mocquereau, was one of her instructors and 
he al so wrote the preface to her book on Gregorian Chant. The 
li turgical pi cture s in her book were drawn by the nuns of the 
. 
Abbey of Sainte Cecile. The entire course ,  in fact , has a 
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fore ign flavor and would, no doubt ,  appeal to small Euro­
peans more than to small Americans. Though it bas been 
taught with a great deal of succe ss in this country it is  
really not adequate for the boys and girl s,  sisters and 
t eachers in the United States.  It is surpris ing that it 
has flourished as long as i t  did in this country because it 
ls difficult to teach in comparison to other series.  A dem­
onstration was given several years ago for a class of teach­
ers at Eastern Illinois State College and the general idea 
formed by the se teachers was that The Catholi c Education 
Serles was far too difficult to be taught 1n public s chools 
e ven though the Catholic schools had successfully taught i t  
for many years. 
As was often mentioned in this study the Music for 
Life Series was diffi cult to compare with the other series 
becau se of the lack of a teacher ' s  manual which bas not 
been published. Though the material is nicely arranged in 
a logical order and ls appealing to the modern child it 
cannot compare with the To Gos Through Mus ic Serles  for 
concisenes s  and detail. Though the publi shers announced 
that a teacher' s manual bad not as yet been published,  ex­
aminati on of the four children ' s  manuals make one wonder if 
the author ever intends to publish one . The reason for this 
idea ls that there are certain sugge stions in the children ' s  
manual that could well have been left for the teacher ' s  
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book. On the last page of the children ' s  manual we find a 
monthly outline and sugge stions for teaching the material in 
the book. It seems that if the author intended to publi sh a 
t eacherh manual for the Music for Life Serie s she would not 
have placed this information in the children' s book. It i s  
p o s sible that .the.se books ,are merely t o  be used as supple­
mentary material . As such, they would be a fine acquisi tion 
for the classroom. 
The Catholic Music Hour Serie s is the olde st s erie s 
u sed in this comparative study. According to modern day 
s tandards it is probably obsole te as far as teaching material 
l s  concerned. It was impossible to obtain copies o f  this 
s erie s from the publi sher. A set of the se books were found 
a t  xavier University in New Orleans. The reason for u sing 
thi s  s erie s in the comparative study was to show the ad­
vancement made by our modern music pedagogs.  From the ex­
amina t 1on of the book it seems po ssible that s ince both it 
and the old Music Hour Seri e s  have the same four authors it 
was made suitable for Catholi c school s  by inserting a few 
chants and hymns and obtaining the imprimatur of the Bi shop. 
The writer may be incorrect in her conclu sions. The d1ffi­
cul ty i s  that the chants and hymns chosen for each year are 
too diffi cult for the teachers to teach and the children to 
l earn . It seems impos s1bl e , , even with our modern simplified 
me thods , to teach a long Latin hymn to first graders . There 
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are twelve Gregorian chant s listed in the first grade book 
o f  The · Catholic Music Hour. If one had ever had the oppor­
tunity to teach Latin to seventh and eighth grade s tudent s, 
s o  that they use correct pronunciation, that one can sympa­
thi ze with the poor teacher who has to teach Latin chant s 
t o  the primary clas s .  Perhaps they might be taught parrot 
fashion but certainly, this doe s  not lead to the under­
s tanding and enj oyment of music. In compari son, the T o  God 
Through Musio Serie s li sts in its content s for Book One 
o nly one short Latin chant , the Adoro T e ,  the Kyrie and 
Agnus Dei of the Ma s s  which are short and repetitiou s ,  and 
a few Latin re sponses made at the Mass.  The se are the melo­
die s  and words that the children hear daily at Mass and with 
which they quickly be come familiar. Thi s enable s  the little 
ones to participate in congregational singing within a short 
time . 
Conclusion. The results of this study show that the 
authors of the three Catholic editions attained their aim 
which was to give the child an understanding, love and ap­
pre ciation of good music, both secular and religious ,  and 
e spe cially of Gregorian Chant . Each author successfully 
u s ed a different method to reach this goal . Some me thods 
were better than others because of their detailed explana­
tion, their variety of sugge s tions and in the whole ar­
rangement of their manual s. But, though one method may far 
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e xcel another, it matters little - if we do not consider 
mu sic an e s sent ial part of the regular school curri culum -
what kind of a me thod we use in our schools. Why music 
should be relegated to the background in so  many cla s s e s ,  
instead o f  being a very nece s sary preparation for the fu­
ture of the child, is a que stion that many music educators 
would like to have answered. We , in the music profe s sion, 
can find encouragement in the words of Pope Piµs XII in his 
Encycli cal Letter on Sacred Music. These words are an en­
couragement for all music educators, paro chial or public,  
who have dedicated the ir live s to bring the j oy of God' s 
music to Hie children. 
Therefore when We prai sed the manifold power and the 
apostolic effectivene ss of sacred music, We spoke o f  some­
thing that can be a source of great j oy and solace to all 
who have in any way dedicated themselve s to its study and 
practice . All who use the art they po s se s s  to compose such 
mu sical compo si tions , to teach them or to perform them by 
singing or using musical instrument s ,  undoubtedly exerci se 
in many and vari ous ways a true and genuine apostolat e .  
They will receive . from Chri st the Lord the generous re­
wards and honors of apo stle s for the work they have done so 
faithfully. Consequently they should hold their work in 
high e s teem, not only as arti sts and teachers of art , but 
al so as mini sters of Christ the Lord and His helpers in the 
work o f  the apos tolate . They should likewi se show 2n their 
conduct and their live s dignity of their calling. l 
12Pope Pius XII, " On Sacred Musi c , 11 Encyclical Letter 
of His Holine s s  P0pe Pius XII ( Washington , D.C. : Nati onal 
'Oatholic Welfare onference;-1955 ) , P •  9 .  
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APPENDIX 
BOOK 
� 
TO GOD THROUGH MUSIO 
Establi sh fundamental 
rhythm, beginning on 
downbeat and upbeat. 
Develop feel for 2/4-
3/4 meter, through 
clapping - stepping. 
Experience in free 
rhythm. Observation 
of fast, slow, hold, 
rest. Rhythmic up­
beat preparation .for 
Gregorian Ohant. 
Free rhythm, creative 
rhy.tbm • .  · Dir.ections 
for. rhythmic re sponse 
of various type s.  
2/4 - 3/4 meter be­
ginning on downbeat 
and upbeat. Ge stures .  
BOOK As above. Quarter 
1T!ti1.]!;E notes.  Equally divid­
ed beat . Introductory 
rote songs with word 
content. Graded song 
material for feel and 
grasp of new rhythm. 
' �' "  I K  
FOUR 
Conducting 4/4. Ge s­
ture s for conducting 
simple chant s.  Review 
rhythms. 
Dot ted quarter fol­
lowed by eighth note. 
RHYTHM 
OATHOLIO EDUOATION 
Primary groupinf of 
pul ses in 2 1 s-3 s .  
Subdivi sion of 
pulses. 
Movement of phrase 
as whole . Sense of 
rhythm formed 
through gesture s anc 
movement s of whole 
body. 
Same ge sture s as  
First Year. 
Ge sture s bring co­
ordibati on and 
control of motor 
impulses. 
Gestures - melody 
and rhythm. Arsisf 
the sis. Two part 
melody with con­
trasting rhythms. 
Rhythmic independ­
ence wi th polyphon­
ic phrase s. 
Ch1ronomy -
arsis and thesis. 
MUSIC FOR LIFE - -
Whole , half .and 
quarter notes. · 
Up and downbeat . 
Gregorian Rhy­
thms . 
Action songs. 
Clapping rhytnm . 
Gregorian rhy­
thms. 
3/4 meter. 
Half note. 
Clapping-count­
ing. Divided 
beat. 
2/4:, 3/4, 4/4. 
Re cto tono • 
. Psalm tone s. 
Quarter re st . 
Round singing. 
Two part canon. 
Sixteenth note . 
Gregorian nota­
tion. I ctus.  
CATHOLIC MUSIC HOUR -
Begins with rote to 
develop vocabulary 
of fundamental stepE 
and figure s. 
Freedom of self­
expres sion. 
Rote songs , toy o� 
che stra, phys ical 
expre ssion, listen­
i�g lessons and 
recognition of 
phrase repetition. · 
As above . Develop­
ment of rhythm play. 
Rhythmi c scansion. 
Recognition of 
phrase, motive , 
figure and rhythms 
of unfamiliar songs . 
common dance . .  form 
movement s.  Standard 
dance expres sion 
with fundamental 
rhythms.  Recogni­
tion of rhythmic 
element in new 
song mat erial. 
Rhythmic develop­
ment of above into 
standard dances of 
age s and countri es. 
Music notation ca� 
ried into actual 
time keeping. 
Wider range of 
free exnre ssion. 1 
TO £!QE THROUGH MUSIC 
Work for good tone and 
true pi tch through 
tonal imitation and re­
sponse. Second semester 
- introduce , syllable s  
according t o  scalewise 
progression. Five line 
staff pre sented by 
flash cards - use 
short motives used in 
previous months . Rote­
note approach. 
e rial care fully 
outlined. Scalewise 
and toni c chord skips .  
Later, pattern song 
used to provide melod­
ic approach to chords 
I , V and IV. Melodic 
approach to skip of 4th 
throu h tonal nei hbor. 
imple s cale and easy 
chord pat tern s .  Theory 
songs previously 
learned - used as 
bridge to less famil­
iar tonal material . 
cale and chordal pat­
terns used to prepare 
for minor and Gregorian 
modes already pre sented 
by rote . 
EAR TRAINING 
CATHOLIC EDUCATION 
Oral and written 
dicta.tion. Teacher . 
first use s gesture s ,  
for rise and fall 
of melody. Phrases 
used based on mater-
ial studied. . 
Rhythmic dictation 
used alone at firs t ,  
melody added later. 
elodic ,  rhyt i o  
and -both combined. 
Oral and wri tten. 
Maj or and minor 
melodi e s .  
Modes .  
fodulation . 
Rhythmic ear tests.  
First mode and 
minor scal e s .  
MUSIC FOR LIFE CATHOLIC MUSIC HOUR - - -
Ear -training and­
eye training in the 
elements of tonal 
and rhythmic pro­
cedu�e and its nota­
tion providing neces 
sary background 
leading to sight 
reading and other 
skill s. 
e cogn on o 5 or 
6 compositions on 
hearing first few 
measure s .  Ability 
to follow and re cog­
ni ze a recurrent 
theme in a new song. 
e cognition of step­
wis e  progres sion , 
skips of thir.ds ,  
fourths , fifths , 
sixths and oc�av.es .  
o servat ion songs. 
TO QQ]2 THROUGH MUSIC 
Taught by rote .  Most­
ly based on tonic 
chord. Obj e ctive -
reading readine ss •. · 
Individual s inging 
encouraged. Many 
Ameri can songs, child 
hood and story songs, 
singing .games and a 
short playlet.  
Rote and note ap­
proach. Songs based 
on tonic chord and 
s calewi s e  progres­
sions . Six keys 
used in note song� . 
Songs based on 5- 5 
range . Psalm tone 
V and VI . New chants 
in Mode V and VI. 
Reperto ire of fav­
orite old s ongs. 
P1aylet.  
Rote and note ap­
proach. Introduc­
tion of Doh find­
ing from key sign. 
Different progre.s­
sion of keys . 
First seme ster -
reading songs in 
sharp keys .  
HYMNS, CHANTS � SONGS 
CATHOLIC EDUCATION 
Rote . singing rapid­
ly leads to tonal 
and rhythmi c  free­
dom . 
Many .melodi e s  with­
out words . Eight 
songs from Gregorian 
and other source s .  
Words and phrases 
put to music • .  Sev­
eral .sugge.st.ed 
litur i oal chant s. 
Mo�tly ancient folk 
s ongs . Mos t  notable 
songs from Gregori­
an rep�rtoire . 
Melodie s graded so 
they contain only 
previously prepared 
mate rial . 
Mostly ancient 
folk songs.  
Ave Maria. 
Songs in two 
parts .  
Polyphoni c numbers.  
MUSIC FOR LIFE - -
Many . religi.ous 
songs • .  Songs per­
taining to social 
studie s ,  science , 
singing game s ,  
and rhythmic pla 
Nursery rhyme s .  
Songs to help 
singers with low 
voice s .  One shor 
Latin phrase . 
Religious songs 
predominate . 
Songs in same 
category as 
above . Greg9r�­
an melodies 
with English 
words . 
Short Latin 
phrase s .  
Three Latin 
hymns .  
Religious hymns 
and chants . 
26 Latin hymns 
4 cban t s .  Songs 
for music ap­
pre ciation. 
Songs by famou s 
composers . 
Other songs as 
above . 
CATHOLIC MUSIC HOUR -
bje ctive- to sing 30 
r 40 rote songs. 
ne stanza of Amer­
oa .  Twelve Gregori­
n Chant s .and five 
hymns .  
ote. s ongs ,  obser­
ation songs ,  read­
ng and studying 
songs . 
O to 60 rote songs. 
O to be memorized. 
8 Gregorian _ num­
ers including 
salms , chants and 
sees.  
wo stanzas of Amer-
· O to 60 new s ongs. 
O memori zed. 
4 stanzas of:'. Amer­
i oa. 
26 Gregorian melo­
die s .  
TO GOD THROUGH MUSIC 
- -
BOOK Se cond seme ster -
1'HREE reading songs in 
cont.  flat . key.a . 
Range .doh to doh. 
Few minor . songs. 
Introduction of 
Psalm VIII and two 
new songs in Mode 
VII I  by rot e .  
Four .line staff in-
troduced. 
Doh clef and simple 
neum formations. 
BOOK Rote-note approach. 
FOUR Con tinuous review of 
mater�al previously �e sented. 
view of songs. 
R�view of Psalms V ,  
VI and VII-I and of 
Chant s in Mode s V, 
VI and VII I .  
Psalm III and two new 
chants in Mode s VIII 
and III. 
HYMNS, CHANTS AND SONGS 
CATHOLIC EDUCATION MUSIC FOR LIFE - -
Thorough study o f  17 Chant e. 
Gregorian Chant . 15 Hymns .  
Many liturgical 2 religious 
melodies from· the song�. Songs 
Ma s s  and other relating to 
service s .  science and 
social studie s .  
Melodie s of 
famous compo-
sere. 
Part songs, 
rounds and can-
on s .  Songs for 
spe cial days. 
CATHOLIC MUSIC HOUR -
BOOK 
� 
BOOK 
� 
-· II I K  
JjUOK 
.l:"UU..K 
TO GOD THROUGH MUSIC 
Listening lessons -
love of music and 
growth in knowledge 
their aim. Suggested 
outline s of records.  
Rhythm activi ties. 
Directed listening. 
Recognition of sim­
ple theme , lullaby, 
march. drum, violin. 
Listening to re cords . 
Interpretation of 
mu sical selections . 
Recognition of wal t z ,  
flute, cello and 
trumpet .  
Ability to recogni ze 
minuet ,  gavotte, cla­
rinet and trombone . 
Recognition o f  Bach, 
Haydn, Mo zart , Handel , 
Schubert and Schumann. 
Listening to record­
ings. Recognition as 
above with addition 
of double bass ,  viola, 
oboe , bas soon, French 
horn, tuba, Grieg, 
and Mendel s sohn. 
MUSIC APPRECIATION 
CATHOLIC EDUCATION MUSIC !QS �  
Records. Ac tion Songs . 
Rhythmic .participa-
tion. 
Dramati zation. 
Helationshl.p of words 
and music.  Under�tand­
ing of ancient folk 
songs .  Gregorian rep­
ertoire .  Original 
composition. 
Imnrovisation. 
Introduction to more 
ancient folk s ongs. 
Polyphonic music. 
Canon. 
.Picture s .  
Records • 
Participation in 
li turgical func­
tions. 
CATHOLIC MUSIC HOUR 
Interpre tation , dra 
matization and rhy­
thm play. 
Listening. 
Toy orches tra. 
Picture study. 
Acquaintance with 
standard compositions. 
As above . 
Development of abil­
i ty to li sten intel-
11gently-di scr1min­
atingly. Listening 
for characteristic 
tonal effects of 
orche stral instru­
ment s .  Combination 
of music and art. 
BOOK 
omr--
BOOK 
WO--
BOOK 
·1·)'UU!.E 
BOOK 
1''0Ul1. 
TO QQl2 THROUGH MUSIC 
Lay foundation by 
que stion and answer 
songs.  
Oreate original 
endings. 
Make instruments. 
Creative readiness 
and creative ex­
pre ssion drawn pri­
marily from ear 
training, singing 
game s and action 
songs. 
Same as above. 
Piano and ins tru­
mental experienc e .  
Dramati zation of 
songs . 
Making of Chant 
Booklet in which 
words and music 
for two chants on 
Gregorian s taff 
are wri tten. 
CREATIVE WORK ---- -
CATHOLIC EDUCATION MUSIC FOR LIFE --- -
Write original mel- Echo game and 
odi e s .  other - im1 ta-
Musi cal conversation . tive songs. 
Original melodies 
with and without 
words. Improvi­
sation through 
musical conversa­
tion .  Rhythmi c 
ge stures.  Melody 
and rhythm1 c ge s­
ture s combined. 
Written and sung 
original melodies 
and rhythms . 
Original melodie s 
and songs . 
As above . 
Action s ongs . 
Write original 
words for given 
mel odies. 
As above . 
Original mel­
odies.  
Choral speak­
ing. 
CATHOLIC MUSIC HOUR 
Phrase analysi s  of 
songs. Study of 
motive s and figure s ,  
with listed vocabu­
larie s  of rhythmi c 
and melodic figure s .  
As above . 
Definite procedure 
for developing ex­
perience into musi­
cal self expression. 
As above. 
